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Highways and skyscrapers have 
taken over the wilderness that once 
flourished around the house where 
Tokyo lives with his family and his 
cat. But one day, an old woman offers 
Tokyo three seeds, telling him they will 
grow into whatever he wishes…

Jon-Erik Lappano is an 
environmentalist, storyteller and creative 
professional with a love for all things 
wild. He lives in Guelph, Ontario, with 
his young and growing family.

Kellen Hatanaka is a designer and 
illustrator who lives in Toronto with his 
wife, Kiersten. He is the author and 
illustrator of  Work: An Occupation ABC 
and Drive: A Look at Roadside Opposites. 
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Suggested age range: Grades K-4 or anyone with a wild imagination

DIG YOUR OWN WILD GARDEN
Discover the awesome power of  nature and learn about how things grow. Download, 
print and cut out pictures of  Tokyo’s house, skyscrapers and other buildings from 
the attached sheet and construct your own city by sticking them into the soil. Then, 
carefully plant some seeds among the buildings, and watch them grow into wildflowers 
that will slowly but surely take over your miniature city!

HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
Unless it’s magic, your garden probably won’t grow overnight, but if  you pay attention, 
you’ll notice that it’s always changing! Here’s how you can watch yours transform: Put 
your wild garden in a sunny spot in your house, and be sure to water your seeds and 
keep the soil moist. Every day, check your city for signs of  growth. Write down when 
you see the first sprouts of  green peeking up from the soil, and check out how fast it 
takes them to grow – you might be surprised how quickly it changes once it gets started! 

Q: How long do you think it will take your seeds to grow into a wild garden?

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• A container for planting (at least 6 inches in diameter – as big as you like!)
• Potting soil
• Stones 
• A packet of  seeds (Try to choose something native to your local environment! 

Wildflowers can be moved outside when it’s warm to attract butterflies, bees, and 
other wild things. Sunflowers will grow much taller than your buildings.)

• Paper and cardboard (i.e. a cereal box)
• Glue stick
• Popsicle sticks, BBQ skewers or toothpicks
• Sunlight, water
• A bit of  magic/luck
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR WILD GARDEN

Step 1: Find a container. Don’t have a flowerpot handy? Be crafty and reuse an old 
baking pan, lasagna tray or ice-cream tub (be sure to eat all of  the ice-cream first!). 

Step 2: Fill your pot with soil. Add a few stones to the bottom of  your container, 
and fill up to 2 inches below the top with dirt. 

Step 3: Build your city. Cut out buildings and characters from the activity sheet, 
and glue them onto cardboard (like an old cereal box). Once they’re dry, cut them out 
of  the cardboard. Then glue the buildings to Popsicle sticks or BBQ skewers and stick 
them into the soil. Be creative and build your city however you like! Add Tokyo and 
Kevin, or draw and cut out your own family and add them to the city.

Step 4: Plant your seeds. Follow the instructions on the seed packet you’ve chosen, 
and be sure to give each seed a little bit of  room to grow. Cover the seeds with dirt, and 
water them. Put your wild garden in a place that gets lots of  sunlight. 

Step 5: Make your wishes, and let nature take over!

DISCLAIMER: Author is not responsible for gardens that take over entire houses or any property 
damage from stampeding bison, foraging deer, jumping salmon or burrowing rabbits resulting from your 
wild garden.

BONUS ACTIVITY: 

GARDENS HAVE TO GROW SOMEWHERE, AFTER ALL (BUT SOME 
PLACES ARE BETTER THAN OTHERS)
All gardens need water, sunlight and soil to grow. What conditions make the wildest 
garden? Experiment by creating a few different city gardens and putting them in different 
places around your house, inside and outside – some sunny places, some not so sunny. 
Some with water, some without. Which of  your gardens do you think will grow better?
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